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Abstract

Architectural Technical Debt (ATD) is a challenge that many of today’s companies
aim to overcome. ATD concerns the overall structure and architecture of a software-
intensive system and can be described as the unresolved shortcuts developers take un-
der circumstances of e.g. time pressure and uncertain requirements. Planning and
constructing a well-thought-out architecture is time consuming and resource-intensive
and if not done carefully, it can cause ATD. This thesis aims to investigate if it is possi-
ble to prevent the rise of ATD with a software project generator and how to maintain
it. We have carried out a study following the design science research paradigm at a case
company, Jayway by Devoteam. We conducted both literature and empirical studies to
better understand the current situation at the case company and based on that pro-
posed a feasible solution. According to our findings, a project generator tool can miti-
gate the causes of ATD at the beginning of a project. However, ATD can be introduced
later on due to various factors, for instance negligence of best practices. Moreover, we
concluded that the most suitable way for maintaining such a tool is adopting Inner
Source.

Keywords: Architectural Technical Debt, Technical Debt, Project Generator, Command Line
Interface, Inner Source
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In today’s highly competitive world of digitalization, keeping the customers satisfied is a great com-
petitive advantage for the software companies. Not only does the project process need to be agile
in order for a company to stay reactive to the customers’ changing requirements, but the product
itself has to support quick alterations as well. It has to be flexible, maintainable and evolvable. One
way to achieve this is by constructing a well designed architecture for the system [13].

While designing the architecture, decisions about the system’s structure, frameworks, technolo-
gies, languages, development process and platform need to be made. Planning and constructing
a well-thought-out architecture is time consuming and resource-intensive. Moreover, companies
often strive to minimize the lead time to satisfy the customers, meaning minimizing the time be-
tween the identification of a customer’s needs and the delivery of a solution. This gives rise to a
dreadful dilemma. Either the quality of the architecture is prioritized and the lead time is increased,
or the quality of the architecture is compromised and the lead time is cut down. It is a constant
balancing between long-term solutions and short-term solutions, and it presents itself in most, if
not all, software systems in the industry today. This phenomenon is called Architectural Technical
Debt (ATD) which is a sub category of the more general term Technical Debt (TD).

The term Technical Debt was coined in 1992 by Ward Cunningham, with the definition ‘Shipping
first-time code is like going into debt. A little debt speeds development so long as it is paid back promptly with
a rewrite. Objects make the cost of this transaction tolerable. The danger occurs when the debt is not repaid.
Every minute spent on not-quite-right code counts as interest on that debt’ [5]. ATD might give rise to
detrimental consequences if not dealt with in time. It is therefore of great importance to recognize
and manage the ATD before it is too late. A common misconception is that ATD is only present in
mature systems. It has in fact been shown that it can be introduced right from the start. Therefore,
it is a good idea to identify ATD and take actions against it instantly [15].

The ATD subject has attracted academic attention during the past years, and several studies have
been conducted. There are a number of strategies for managing ATD. However, there are to our
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1. Introduction

knowledge very few studies about strategies for preventing ATD.

This thesis is conducted according to the design science research paradigm, as a case study at a large
scale software consultancy company. The employees at the case company stated that the majority
of their projects struggle with ATD. They also informed us that they experience various challenges
while setting up new software projects. This inspired us to investigate if there is a relationship
between ATD and the challenges faced in the project setup.

Furthermore, the case company asked us to study if a software project generator can be used to
mitigate these challenges. A software project generator is a tool that automatically produces a
standard template, including boilerplate, which can be used as a sca�old or a foundation for fur-
ther development. The standard template is implemented according to the current projects and
the employees’ needs at the case company, meaning that the content, i.e technologies and tools, are
commonly used and proven to work from projects at the case company. If the challenges appear to
be related to cause ATD, and the software project generator shows to be e�ective in tackling the
challenges, does it mean that the software project generator can be used to mitigate ATD? Finally,
a software project generator is required to be maintained in order to remain useful. How is it best
maintained? This thesis aims to answer these questions.

1.1 Outline
In this chapter we present the thesis, its aim and purpose, and the case company. In Chapter 2 we
discuss some background for this thesis, including descriptions of important concepts and related
work. Thereafter, in Chapter 3 the design science research method is described in detail and the
thesis process is presented step by step. The results are then presented in Chapter 4, which are
further discussed in Chapter 5. The discussion also assesses the thesis’s rigor, relevance, novelty
and introduce potential areas for future work. Lastly, the results and discussion are concluded and
summarized in Chapter 6.

1.2 Case Company
The case company of this thesis is Jayway by Devoteam (Jayway) which is an international software
consulting company with approximately 240 developers and designers. It was established in Malmö
in 2000, and has managed over 1200 di�erent projects over the years. Today it has clients from
big companies in a large range of domains, including everything from construction of railways to
telecom operators. Jayway is slightly di�erent from typical consulting companies and brands itself
as a hybrid between a product company and a consulting company. It takes responsibility for entire
projects from clients and assembles in-house teams of employees which develop and maintain the
custom designed products for both long run and short run projects. The company has o�ces in
five locations, including Malmö, Copenhagen, Halmstad, Stockholm and Silicon Valley. This thesis
was carried out at the Malmö o�ce.
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1.3 Research Questions

1.3 Research Questions
The purpose of this thesis is to firstly uncover the challenges experienced by the employees at Jay-
way while initializing new software projects. Thereafter, we aim to ascertain if these challenges
introduce ATD to the projects. Most importantly, we seek to investigate if a software project gen-
erator is a feasible solution to mitigate the identified challenges, and determine if it can be used
to prevent ATD from being introduced at the beginning of a project. Furthermore, the world of
software is in constant movement, therefore we aim to study various maintenance strategies for the
generator to retain its relevance and usefulness. Finally we choose one strategy that is best suited
for the solution and Jayway.

The following research questions are be explored and discussed in this thesis:

RQ1: What challenges do employees at Jayway experience when setting up new software projects
from scratch?

RQ2: Do any of these challenges introduce ATD to the projects?

RQ3: How can a software project generator be used to mitigate these challenges that cause ATD?

RQ4: How can such a project generator be maintained in large scale consulting companies such
as Jayway?

1.4 Contribution
Both authors have collaborated in all activities; research, implementation and documentation of all
parts of this thesis. However, for the literature study, while Tselmeg Baasan focused more on ATD,
Sara Ahrari focused more on the maintenance (Inner Source) part.

Furthermore, this master thesis is a case study where we help the case company to further un-
derstand their projects and their similarities, and potentially aid them to find a way to improve
their software development processes. Our findings regarding maintenance is valuable to the case
company and might help them in determining which strategy to pursue for maintenance of future
in-house projects. Additionally, the contributions from this thesis might raise awareness about
ATD and inspire the case company to take actions. Apart from this we aim to provide the case
company with new knowledge, which can be used to further investigate this area in for instance
upcoming master theses. We also hope to contribute to the general research on how to develop
common project generators for software consulting businesses. Lastly, as mentioned previously, lit-
tle study has been conducted on methods for preventing ATD, therefore we hope to add scientific
content to this area as well.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents the underlying theory behind concepts referred to in this thesis. Section
2.1 provides an overview of ATD. It describes the causes, symptoms and consequences of ATD in
software companies. Since an internal software product is developed for employees at Jayway, it is
of great importance that it is maintained consistently to remain up to date and relevant. A well
established methodology that has proven to be successful when maintaining in-house projects at
software organizations is Inner Source, which is introduced in Section 2.2.

2.1 Architectural Technical Debt
Software systems are complex, and technical debt (TD) can be incurred in all its di�erent com-
ponents and activities, in fact there are 13 di�erent types of TD [1]. Architectural technical debt
(ATD) is, as the name suggests, incurred in the architecture of the system, and is estimated to be the
most expensive and serious technical debt [7]. Besides ATD, requirements TD is also experienced
as tedious work and hard to resolve [2], and hence has a negative impact on daily work. Other ex-
amples of TD are source code TD, automation TD and infrastructure TD. All roles involved in the
development and management of the software system are a�ected negatively by ATD [2]. Despite
this, management often seems to be reluctant to spare resources to resolve the issues and repay the
debt [14].

Deliberately introducing a shortcut or a workaround does not necessarily have to be a bad de-
cision. Quick short-term solutions satisfy the customers, and hence have a large business value.
Although, letting it accumulate into a cluster of short-term solutions can have detrimental e�ects
on the development. Constantly postponing refactoring may in worst case lead to a ‘crystallized’
architecture, meaning that it is impossible to make changes to the system, leaving the system un-
maintainable and non-evolvable. Another negative e�ect of having a sti� architecture is di�culties
in carrying out parallel work. Other costly consequences of ATD is reduced development velocity
and carrying cost which refers to the cost of the extra resources required. In a poorly structured
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2. Background

architecture with unpredictable behaviour debugging is more time consuming than usual. Further-
more, getting a grasp of the system might take several hours, slowing down the development and
making it di�cult for developers to onboard or introduce new features [27].

There are numerous causes to ATD, business factors such as time pressure and unclear require-
ments, architectural factors such as unsuitable decisions and insu�cient knowledge and documen-
tation, technology factors such as reuse of legacy e.g open source and evolution and human factors
such as varying levels of expertise and ambition. The term ATD item refers to parts of a system or
an entire system in some technical debt. A cause gives rise to an ATD item, which in turn results
in one or more consequences [27].

ATD items can be di�cult to identify, especially if they are ‘dormant’, meaning that they are present
in the system but do not yet cause any consequences or display any symptoms. These dormant items
can however still be harmful to the system if no one dares to touch them, which might lead to the
debt increasing. If a ‘I don’t want to touch it’ mindset is present among the developers, it might be
a symptom that ATD exists in the system. Another indicator of a system in debt is performance
issues such as scalability di�culties. The most apparent symptom is however recurrent customer
issues, i.e recurrent patches to the same object. By noticing and paying attention to the symptoms,
a development team can trace them back to one or more ATD items [27].

2.2 Inner Source
In today’s software industry Open Source software plays a crucial role. The use of Open Source
products has become more mainstream than ever and help organizations to accelerate develop-
ment and reduce time to market. Over the years the Open Source’s ability to deliver high-quality
and highly successful software has been recognized in software development. Organizations are
eager to know how they can leverage from not only the Open Source products, but also from the
principles and practices of open source software development to support and improve their devel-
opment processes [3].

Inner Source is described as adopting Open Source development principles and practices within
the organization’s environment. The term “Inner Source” was first introduced by Tim O’Reilly in
2000. At that time O’Reilly worked at a company called CollabNet. One of the company’s visions
was to bring Open Source’s collaborative development style into the software industry [4]. An
Inner Source program is the organization’s e�ort to run and maintain Inner Source projects. Or-
ganizations may have one or more Inner Source projects and the goal of each project is to develop
and maintain Inner Source software. Similar to Open Source, Inner Source projects do not have
a fixed duration that is set prior to the project’s start and lack a defined end date [3]. There are
two main features that characterise Inner Source. The first one is the openness of the development
process of the Inner Source projects for the entire developer community within the organization.
The second feature implies that the resulting Inner Source products are only available within the
organization’s boundaries [12].

An open process and an open product are the two main characteristics of an Open Source project.
The open process welcomes new contributors and the success of an Open Source project highly
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2.2 Inner Source

depends on the number of developers it attracts. The higher this number is the greater is the odds
of success. Inner Source adopts Open Source’s open process within the organization but limits the
product to the organization’s boundaries with no Open Source license. However, the organiza-
tion may decide over time to Open Source their Inner Source products, a phenomena known as
opensourcing [12].

Adoption of Inner Source in organizations
Inner Source is adopted di�erently by di�erent organizations. Each Inner Source implementa-
tion must be tailored to the specific context of an organization, thus there is no recipe on how to
adopt Inner Source [12]. The foundation of most Inner Source projects in organizations lays in
movements started by individuals, project teams or departments. The person initiating the Inner
Source project can acquire the role of a benevolent dictator which is common in Open Source com-
munities and as contributors become experts in the project, they can together with the benevolent
dictator form a core team [22].

Despite the variety of ways to adopt Inner Source, two main models have been identified, Infrastructure-
based model and project-based model. An organization with an infrastructure-based setting facil-
itates Inner Source projects, by providing the necessary infrastructure such as code repositories,
bulletin board software and mailing list servers. Project teams and individual developers can use
a distributed development platform such as GitHub to provide transparent code hosting and fa-
cilitate contributions to the Inner Source projects throughout the organization. A project-based
model is a more strategic approach to adopt Inner Source and focuses on strategic reuse of an Inner
Source project. In this setting a dedicated division (project team or product group) often called
the ‘core team’, takes responsibility for development, maintenance and support of an Inner Source
project, referred to as a shared asset. One of the core team’s key responsibilities is to provide contin-
uous support to customers of the Inner Source product which consist of other teams and projects in
an organization. These two models mostly di�er in the level of maintenance and support a certain
Inner Source project receives. Organizations may adopt both models when implementing Inner
Source [12].

In an Inner Source approach, likewise Open Source, there is a community but within the organiza-
tion that develops software accessible by di�erent teams throughout the entire organization. The
community may consist of members from di�erent teams contributing to the Inner Source prod-
uct. One Inner Source project might not be used by all teams in an organization and there may
exist di�erent Inner Source projects with di�erent purposes. An Inner Source project is usually
supervised by a trusted developer and committed changes from maintainers need to be reviewed
before reaching the main repository. Building and governing of a community around the Inner
Source software and encouraging collaboration within the community is critical and similar to
Open Source projects, and can increase the success rates. For the project to be useful it should be
kept alive, updated and new releases are encouraged to be frequent [3].

Acquiring top-level management support is very important in order to establish a successful Inner
Source project. Management can support an Inner Source project by granting resources if they are
requested by the community and also advertise and advocate for an Inner Source project throughout
the organization. Since Inner Source projects do not follow a strategic planning roadmap justifying
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2. Background

work on such projects can be di�cult. This can result in managers believing that investing resources
in informal projects such as Inner Source is ine�cient and wasteful. However if the Inner Source
project creates value early and proves to be of great importance to the organization, management
can become supportive of the project [23].

Benefits and challenges with Inner Source
One of the main benefits of Inner Source in organizations is increased software reuse and accelerat-
ing the development process and thereby reducing time to market. Software development process
becomes faster when there is possibility to reuse already-extant high-quality components that are
developed and assembled elsewhere. A characteristic of Inner Source is process standardization.
Standardized processes in an organization makes it easier to onboard new hires or transfer em-
ployees. Recruitment and onboarding are both easier because the development environment and
processes are now much more standardized within the organization [3].

One issue with Inner Source is employees’ unawareness of ongoing work in Inner Source projects
in an organization. Although Inner Source allows openness and facilitates exchange of the infor-
mation organization-wide, the developers within an Inner Source program are often unaware of
relevant work performed by others. This can result in the Inner Source product to drift apart from
its purpose. Another challenge is the cost of maintenance of an Inner Source project, both in cap-
ital and time. It is usually the community that owns the project and is responsible for maintaining
the developed software component. Each portion of code contributed to an Inner Source software
component, adds to the code base that needs to be maintained. One problem that can arise is
the owner’s fear of accepting contributions to the Inner Source projects due to fear of additional
maintenance e�ort [3].

Key Factors for adopting Inner Source
Several key factors that are worth mentioning for adopting Inner Source are described below [22].

Existence of a seed product - In order to initiate an Inner Source project the presence of a seed
product that grants significant value to the organization is essential. The seed product must be
runnable to attract users that become contributors and form a community around the Inner Source
project. The planning, design and initial implementation of the seed product until a runnable ver-
sion is available, lays in the hands of the initial project founder. There is no need for requirements
and features of the seed product to be fully known. The flexibility of the requirements can attract
more contributors from a wider community and they can evolve continuously from organization-
wide input.

Multiple stakeholders - The Inner Source project must be required by multiple stakeholders. This
allows contributions throughout the organization which establish a vibrant Inner Source project.
According to Linus’s Law “Given enough mindsets, all ideas are obvious”. When the input is coming
from di�erent parts of the organization the project can benefit from a wide range of expertise and
more optimized solutions emerge as a result.

Modularity - Many Open Source projects possess high modularity architecture, and having a mod-
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2.2 Inner Source

ular architecture is generally desired in Inner Source projects to allow parallel development and
decrease merge conflicts. Modularity facilitates integration and hence enhances reuse, thus at-
tracting more potential users to the Inner Source project. Modularity enables developers to better
understand the project and contribute more e�ciently.

Tools - A set of common and compliant development tools to facilitate contribution to the Inner
Source community is a key factor for a successful Inner Source project. The variety of tools that are
used across an organization can make it di�cult for developers to contribute, or may necessitate
duplication of the code repository, resulting in further synchronization e�orts. As a result, a set
of common tools must be available throughout the organization. Tools commonly used by Open
Source software projects are (besides compilers) version control systems, issue tracking software,
mailing lists and wikis.

Quality Assurance - In Open Source projects Quality Assurance (QA) practices are key tenets.
Adopting suitable QA practices are important to ensure that an Inner Source project has achieved
a high level of quality. Three approaches to ensure high quality of the product are reviewing the
code, writing reliable test cases and rapid release. Peer review is one of the most well-known prac-
tices in Open Source development and is considered as a self selected task by other interested
developers. Developers in Open Source projects are more likely to provide genuine feedback given
their interest in the success of the project they work on, rather than doing a review because they
were told to and possibly having to consider relationships with co-workers when pointing out any
issues with their contributions.

Coordination and Leadership - Stol at el. [22] discussed the management of an Inner Source project
as a flexible approach allowing the community to thrive. In traditional organizations, leadership
and coordination are determined based on seniority status. Meritocracy, however is a key princi-
ple in Open Source and also adopted into Inner Source. In an Open Source approach typically a
“benevolent dictator” is a person who started the project. Developers who make significant and
substantial contributions to the project gain deep experience and therefore become “trusted lieu-
tenants”, assisting the ”benevolent dictator”, managing and coordinating the project.

An Empirical Investigation into the Adoption of Inner Source in IT
Companies: A Case Study
An Empirical Investigation into the Adoption of Inner Source in IT Companies: A Case Study is a master
thesis, which provided us with knowledge for our thesis. The case study was carried out at Chalmers
University of Technology by Niloofar Safavi in 2019. The author investigates the challenges and
obstacles of adopting Inner Source in a large IT company. The company owns many products
and therefore had to decide what products are the best candidates for inner sourcing. The author
believes challenges discovered during this case study could help organizations in taking them into
consideration if they choose to opt Inner Source. The author also explains the two main models
in Inner Source, project-based model and infrastructure-based model and later discusses the most
suitable model for the investigated company. She concluded that choosing a model depends on
the type of the product in the company. If it is a company critical product, a project-based model
with a core team is necessary, and if the product is less critical an infrastructure-based model is a
reasonable approach [21].
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Chapter 3

Research Method

This thesis follows the design science paradigm, more specifically the visual abstract template pro-
vided by Runeson et al [19], see Figure 3.1. The design science research paradigm presents a way
of conducting research, meaning how research problems are formulated and assessed. It is suitable
for conducting research on areas where human-made constructs are needed to improve the prac-
tice, as in engineering sciences and medical sciences. In software engineering examples of human
constructs are tools, developers and processes used by project managers as well as the software com-
panies themselves. The scientific contributions from design science research are formulated with
technological rules. These are typically phrased as To achieve < E�ect > in < Context > apply < Inter-
vention >. Furthermore, design science research may have several technological rules on di�erent
abstraction levels, sometimes building a hierarchy of rules.

All technological rules need to be validated, meaning that the proposed intervention needs to be
tested in the particular context of the rule, with the desired e�ect as an outcome. The validation
can be done empirically, using di�erent methods for data collection, such as interviews and obser-
vations. Moreover, a technological rule must be instantiated prior to being validated, meaning that
a specific instance of the more general technological rule is tested. Each tested instance strengthens
the validity of the rule. Alternatively the researcher may go the other way around and implement
the solution in a real-world context first, and from there abstract out a technological rule.

Besides validation, which is performed when a technological rule is formulated, there are activ-
ities for defining the technological rule, namely problem conceptualization and solution design.
Design science research does not have to include all activities, some research may only focus on
conceptualizing a problem while some others may build on previous works to present a solution
design or validate a technological rule. Shortly, the problem conceptualization activity helps the
researcher understand the problem in detail. In the solution design activity potential solutions are
sought after in previous works and literature. Typically, the problem conceptualization and the
solution design go hand in hand. In order to gain a conceptual understanding of the problem and
from there suggest a feasible solution, the researcher may use empirical research methods to collect
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3. Research Method

information about the problem and the context.

In mature science fields, practitioners may find their own solutions to their problems. However, in
relatively new fields such as software engineering, practitioners and researchers may need to coop-
erate in order to improve a practice or explore solutions. In these industry-academia collaborations,
the research is usually performed as a case study.

The visual abstract template is an application of the design science paradigm in the area of soft-
ware engineering. The template consists of the core ideas of the design science paradigm, as well as
guidelines for contribution assessment. According to the template a research should have a theoret-
ical contribution, phrased as a technological rule. It should be validated in a real-world context and
the problem conceptualization and the solution design should have both empirical and theoretical
support. For assessment the research should discuss relevance, rigor and novelty. The assessment is
provided in Section 5.3.

Figure 3.1: The figure illustrates the generic visual abstract template in-
cluding the core constructs in the design science paradigm [19].

Our motivation for using the visual abstract template is to carry out the thesis’s work in a more
structured and systematic manner. Figure 3.2 provides an overview of the entire thesis and the steps
constituting the process.
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Figure 3.2: This figure illustrates the relationship between the research
questions and the thesis process. The red boxes represent the research
questions that are yet to be answered and the green boxes are the answered
questions. The three large boxes represent the design science activities.

3.1 Problem Conceptualization
The first step in our research was to investigate the problem area and gain a better understanding
of the problem. We were initially provided with a brief description of the problem from our super-
visors at Jayway. They experienced that the setup of new projects was cumbersome, and wanted to
research if it is possible to facilitate the process. In order to confirm their experienced challenges
and collect more detailed information we conducted interviews with eleven employees at Jayway.

Data Collection
According to the design science principles the problem conceptualization and the solution design
should have both empirical and theoretical support [19]. In this thesis, the theoretical support
was collected from a literature study. The empirical support was acquired from conducting semi-
structured interviews.

Semi-structured interviews allow the interviewer to have just enough control over the interview
process to manage to collect necessary data, but also discover new areas. Whilst there are prede-
fined questions with a strict schedule, there are also open-ended questions which often result in
follow-up questions. This type of interview produces richer qualitative data since it allows for ex-
ploration and further discussion of the participants’ spontaneously raised issues. The flexibility of
this method also facilitates the collection of large amounts of in-depth data [20]. Since the aim of
the problem conceptualization activity is to explore and deepen the understanding of the problem
area, we considered the semi-structured interview to be the most suitable data collection method.

Interviews can be carried out either in groups or one-to-one via various communication channels,
email, telephone, text messaging, video calls and face-to-face. In this thesis we conducted one-
to-one interviews. One-to-one interviews are often carried out face-to-face. This is advantageous
since more information can be obtained when observing the body language and facial expressions
of the interviewee in person. Unfortunately these face-to-face interviews have the downside of be-
ing costly both in capital and time. Interviews over the phone, email, text or video however are less
costly and less time consuming [20]. Due to the pandemic the interviews were mostly carried out
over video calls. We considered this communication channel to be the best choice for one-to-one
interviews. Firstly we kept social distance, secondly we were able to gain the benefits of seeing the
participants, and hence pick up non-verbal cues such as facial expressions and body language. And
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lastly we saved time and money both for us and the participants.

Moreover, an interview process consists of preparation of the interview, selecting participants, pilot
testing, constructing e�ective questions, implementation and interpretation [25]. For the prepara-
tion of the interviews we constructed a consent form giving us permission to record the interviews,
which the participants’ were asked to fill out prior to the interview (Appendix C).

We performed a criterion sampling strategy for selecting potential participants for the interviews
[17]. Our criterion was based on the participant’s role. The majority of the participants had a tech-
nical role, meaning that they work very closely with the actual source code. Although tech leads,
backend, frontend and fullstack developers were our main group of participants, we were inter-
ested in hearing other roles’ thoughts on certain questions as well, e.g. project managers and CTOs.
Therefore we included one project manager, one CTO and one studio lead in our sampling. Table
3.1 presents an overview of the participants’ background in more detail.

The interview questions can be categorized into four parts. The questions in the first part were
constructed to determined the participants’ role and their responsibilities in the company and in
the projects. This was mainly for understanding their professional background. Part two consisted
of questions that would assist us in understanding the current situation at the case company, more
specifically, identifying the challenges faced when setting up new software projects. Part three
was relatively technical compared to the other parts. Here, we aimed to learn more about their
project’s architecture and understand the choices that they had made to this point. We asked them
to name the most essential technologies used in their project in order to know what to include in
our prototype. This part was omitted in interviews with less technical roles. The last part consisted
of questions regarding the potential solution, namely a software project generator. We asked the
participants to share their thoughts on using it as well as their thoughts on how it should be main-
tained. The interview lasted about and hour and the questions can be found in Appendix A. We
pilot tested the interview questions prior to the actual interviews. For this matter we turned to our
supervisors for assistance, since it is recommended to pilot test the interview on someone who has
some knowledge of the research area [20].

Table 3.1: Participants’ Demographics

ID Role Domain Project ID
P1 Project Manager Furniture retailing PR1
P2 Tech Lead Furniture retailing PR1
P3 Tech Lead Education PR2
P4 Backend Developer Construction PR3
P5 Frontend Developer Construction PR3
P6 Fullstack Developer Telecom PR4
P7 CTO – –
P8 Frontend Developer E-commerce PR5
P9 Frontend Developer E-commerce PR5
P10 Fullstack Developer Furniture retailing PR6
P11 Studio Lead – –
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Lastly, to analyze the interviews we started by transcribing them, which is the process of document-
ing the interview recordings in text in order to extract useful information. This was done manually,
without utilizing any specific software and by the following steps:

1. We identified the following areas of interests:

• Web application projects at Jayway
The data collected in this interest area helped us implement an appropriate prototype for the
software project generator. One of the requirements for the software project generator is that
the generated project’s content is based on common and proven concepts within Jayway. These
concepts were identified in this interest area.

• Current problems with initializing software projects
This data answered RQ1.

• Benefits and drawbacks of a software project generator
The employees’ opinions on the software project generator are valuable data. It helped us deter-
mine whether there is a demand for a software project generator or not. Additionally, it provided
us with interesting points when discussing the usefulness of this generator.

• Maintenance of a software project generator
The employees’ ideas on maintenance of the software project generator were combined with the
theory to determine which strategy is optimal.

2. We both listened to the interview recordings individually and wrote down the interviewees’
complete answers under the related area of interest.

3. Each area of interest was then analyzed and summarized.
Both of us read and analyzed the content under each area of interest individually. Later we discussed
our conclusions with each other and documented the joint analysis in Section 4.1.

We complemented the data from the interviews with data from the projects’ repositories. The
projects’ package.json file contains information about external packages used in the projects. Our
purpose with the studying of the repositories was to identify these packages.

3.2 Solution Design
During the solution design activity we conducted a literature study. We started by studying the
current methods for managing ATD to gather and provide some background of how ATD is dealt
with at the moment, see Section 3.2.1. Thereafter we considered di�erent techniques and tools for
implementing a prototype of the software project generator, see Section 3.2.2. We also studied nu-
merous literature to learn more about software maintenance methodologies and what alternatives
there are for maintaining the software project generator. The di�erent alternatives are presented
in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Current ATD Management Strategies
An ATD management strategy describes how ATD is managed within an organization or within
a development team. There are a number of strategies, and which strategy is best depends on the
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system and the company. Furthermore, an ATD management strategy consists of di�erent activi-
ties.

Identification, measurement, prioritization, repayment and monitoring of ATD are the activities
of an ATD management strategy [14]. In order to make the right decisions about where to invest
resources, a prioritization model is referred to. However, to be able to compare refactoring with
another activity, for instance feature development, and prioritize one of them, certain metrics need
to be available. For example, what is the cost of refactoring? This might seem like a fairly simple
question, but it has shown to be quite complex and di�cult to estimate.

There are di�erent types of strategies, namely active, reactive and passive ATD management strate-
gies [27]. With an active management strategy the ATD in a system needs to be acknowledged in
the first place. After realizing that ATD is present, an active plan is formed. One way to actively
manage ATD is to allow for extra resources required to proactively construct a well designed archi-
tecture in the budget. This approach is rare due to uncertainty in the pay-o� as well as lack of time.
ATD can also be managed by systematically allocating time to deal with the repayment. This is the
most common approach. Usually 20% - 30% of the development time is spent on refactoring ATD
[27]. At rare occasions an entire day per sprint is allocated to repay the debt. Sometimes the pres-
ence of ATD might be noticed and acknowledged but still not prioritized. Such reactive strategies
delay refactoring for as long as possible, until it is the only way out. Developers are encouraged to
keep building on the debt instead of resolving it, and spend just enough resources to work around
the problems. In this type of strategy, short-term is the solution. If or when the problems become
unavoidable a major refactoring is necessary. While refactoring, other activities that give the com-
pany competitive advantage are sacrificed and huge amounts of resources are invested. Lastly, the
passive strategy, which is practically just accepting the presence of ATD, and adjusting the devel-
opment process accordingly, e.g decreasing the development pace. This strategy is adopted when
the costs of repaying the debt is considered too high and simply not worth it.

3.2.2 Software Project Generator Prototype
We propose a software project generator to lay a solid foundation for the start of software projects,
and thus reduce the risk for ATD. In order to implement a realistic prototype of the software
project generator we started by summarizing the fundamental requirements for the software project
generator provided by Jayway in their original idea.

Req1. The software project generator should generate a standard project template on demand.

Req2. The generated template should include technologies and tools that are common and proven
within Jayway.

Req3. The generated template should include simple boilerplate.

Besides these requirements, we acquired three additional requirements from the interviews with
the employees at Jayway. These are listed below.

Req4. The software project generator must be easy to use and understand.

Req5. The software project generator must be configurable by the user.
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Req6. The software project generator must be able to run on all employees’ computers.

These requirements were motivated as follows. For the software project generator to be preferred
over setting up a project manually, it must be easy to use and understand. The learning curve can-
not be too steep. Furthermore, for the software project generator to be widely used and become the
standard way of setting up new projects, it must run smoothly on all employees’ computers. Finally,
for the software project generator to be useful in all types of projects it must be configurable so that
the user can set the outcome of the generator to fit their project.

For the prototype of the software project generator we focused merely on web application projects.
Furthermore, we limited the prototype to only cover the client side of the projects. We were re-
quired to narrow down the scope significantly to manage to finish in time. When searching for a
method for the implementation of our prototype we used the requirements listed above as a check-
list, see Table 3.2 and 3.3.

GitHub Repository Template
An initial idea was to provide a standard software project template via a GitHub repository. GitHub
has a relatively new functionality for creating repository templates [10]. With this functionality a
repository may be set as a template, which future repositories can use to get the same files and
structure. The repository can be filled with files that contain simple boilerplate and a package
management file that lists the technologies and tools included. This would satisfy Req2 and Req3.
Moreover, the user can simply use GitHub’s GUI to generate a repository based on the contents of
the repository template, making it easy to use and understand, satisfying Req4. Furthermore, as
long as the user has a GitHub account, they can get access to, i.e run, the generator whenever and
wherever they want, which meets Req1 and Req6. The only requirement that fails is Req5. It is in
theory possible to satisfy this requirement by creating numerous repositories, each with di�erent
configuration, that the user can choose from. However, we concluded that this solution is highly
impractical and non-optimal.

Table 3.2: GitHub Repository Template

Requirement Satisfied?
1 X
2 X
3 X
4 X
5 -
6 X

CLI or GUI?
Another method for implementation of the software project generator is a script. A script may ask
for user input and configure the template to be generated according to the input, hence meeting
Req5. Furthermore, a script satisfies Req1, Req2 and Req3. It may meet Req4 if we make e�orts
to make it more user friendly. Since the script will interact with the user it must have an interface,
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either a graphical (GUI) one or one that runs in the command line (CLI). Both alternatives have
their benefits and drawbacks.

A command line interface (CLI) is solely text-based. Its main function is to receive short text com-
mands from the user and interpret them with the help of a command line interpreter or a so-called
shell. When necessary, the CLI will prompt the user for a certain input, which makes it interactive.
CLIs are often used to interact with the Operating System (OS), although graphical user interfaces
(GUI) are more common nowadays. An example of an OS CLI command is ‘ls’, which displays the
directory system to the user. This, and other commands are more often called from a GUI provided
by the OS. Besides operating systems, applications can also use CLIs for their interaction with the
user. The syntax for Linux, MacOS (GNU) and Windows OS CLI commands are all similar, it often
looks like this command arg1 arg2 arg3 . . . argx, sometimes preceded by a prompt [24, 16]. Moreover,
CLIs are often used in applications that generate coding environments or boilerplate. For example,
a skeleton for React applications can be set up with a CLI called create-react-app and Vue appli-
cations are initiated with Vue’s built-in CLI [8, 28]. CLIs often require less resources than GUIs,
e.g graphic performance, memory etc. making CLIs faster than GUIs. This also allow CLIs to run
on almost any machine since the performance requirements are lower. Additionally, the simple
interface allows the user to perform repetitive tasks quickly and smoothly. There are numerous
advantages with using the CLI instead of the GUI [26], however there is a reason why GUIs are
preferred by most users. GUIs are often more user-friendly and easier to understand for the typi-
cal computer user. Graphical illustrations are together with the computer mouse very powerful in
making tasks on the computer easier.

As mentioned, a CLI requires less resources in terms of performance and graphics compared to
a GUI. This allows our prototype to run faster and on almost all computers, satisfying Req6. Re-
garding Req4, a GUI seems like the better choice. However, implementing a GUI would require too
much time and e�ort on features outside of the project’s scope. A CLI does not require the same
amount of resources, and can be implemented in a way that makes it more user-friendly. Moreover,
seeing that similar services, e.g Vue-cli, are provided via a CLI, we supposed that it would feel more
natural and intuitive for developers to understand, adopt and use our prototype if it too was a CLI.
In other words, if the prototype resembles similar services, the users may find the prototype easier
to use and understand. Lastly, since this generator’s target users are developers with high knowledge
in computers, a CLI should not be too di�cult to use if implemented correctly.

Table 3.3: CLI vs GUI

Requirement Satisfied?
1 X
2 X
3 X
4 X
5 X
6 X

Requirement Satisfied?
1 X
2 X
3 X
4 X
5 X
6 -
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3.2.3 Choice of Maintenance Strategy
Maintenance of an internal tool or software is essential. There are several strategies for maintaining
an internal asset, Open Source and Inner Source. Open Source is a popular option where the asset
is public and developed by a community outside the borders of the organization. Inner Source is
the proprietary alternative to Open Source, where the asset is private and the community is within
the organization, as presented in Section 2.2. These strategies have their benefits and challenges.
In an Open Source project, the asset can grow successfully without extra resources, however it re-
quires a large number of contributors. The first step towards openness might be hard. Therefore,
we believe that the Open Source strategy might be easier to adopt for the project generator if Jay-
way is already familiar with hosting Open Source projects or contributing to other Open Source
projects. Adopting Inner Source has its challenges as well. However, the upside is that it keeps
the asset proprietary, which is suitable for assets with sensitive content. As the software project
generator will include common practices at Jayway and become the standard method for creating
new projects, this information might be secret. Moreover, since the software project generator is
highly tailored to Jayway, it might not even be beneficial with contributions from outside. With
this in mind it seems like Inner Source would be the better option, however there are concerns. For
example, keeping an Inner Source project alive requires resources and a general interest among the
employees. If the project generator does not attract enough interest it will eventually become too
outdated to be useful, since no one is contributing. Additionally, if the management does not see
the value of the project generator, maintenance will not be financed, which makes it di�cult for
employees to maintain the project.

Which strategy to pursue depends on the organization in question and the asset. In order to de-
termine the best suitable maintenance strategy, we conducted literature studies about di�erent
software maintenance methodologies. Thereafter, we studied the current structures at Jayway. We
asked employees about their thoughts on our idea of a software project generator and discussed
potential ways to maintain it. Thereby, the final suggested strategy was based on literature studies,
the answers from the interviews and from our own observations at Jayway.

3.3 Evaluation
An important activity in the design science research paradigm is evaluation. It refers to the valida-
tion of the technological rules presented in the research and hence to assess whether the solution
design addresses and solves the problems identified during the problem conceptualization. In this
thesis, we present three technological rules, see the results in Section 4. The first one concerns
the e�ectiveness of using a software project generator to reduce ATD. The second rule suggests a
method for the implementation of the software project generator, and lastly, the third rule proposes
a solution for maintaining the software project generator. Technological rule two was validated
with a practical testing of the prototype, and technological rule one and three were validated with
interview questions.

Prototype Testing Session
We selected seven individuals with a software developer role among the employees at Jayway for our
testing process, see Table 3.4 for more details about the participants. Since our prototype concerns
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the client side in web application projects, the participants we selected were either working as web
developers or have had work experience in this area. The level of expertise di�ered between the
participants; two seniors, two mid-seniors and three juniors, some of whom we also interviewed
during the problem conceptualization phase. Every test session lasted for approximately half an
hour. At the beginning of each session, we presented a short description of the thesis’s context
to the tester and explained the di�erent steps of the testing process. We then asked the tester to
follow a scenario and think aloud when performing the actual tasks. The scenario was to set up the
frontend of a web application with the React framework using our prototype. After setting up the
project we required the participant to explore the generated project and lastly start the application.

Table 3.4: Participants’ Demographics

ID Role Level of Expertise
P1 Tech Lead Senior
P2 Backend Developer Mid-Senior
P3 Frontend Developer Junior
P4 Frontend Developer Junior
P5 Fullstack Developer Senior
P6 Fullstack Developer Mid-Senior
P7 Fullstack Developer Junior

Interviews
Since the number of participants for the testing process was small it was more convenient to gather
qualitative data. Therefore, in each testing session, we conducted a semi-structured interview with
each participant after all the testing tasks were performed. The qualitative data from the interviews
provided a deeper understanding which outweighed a quantitative data collection method with a
large number of participants. The interview process was similar to the interviews during the prob-
lem conceptualization phase (Section 3.1), meaning one-to-one interviews over video calls which
were recorded. We also asked the participants to share their screen while testing the prototype in
order to better observe their behavior when using it.

The interview lasted between 15 to 20 minutes. It started with a number of questions that regarded
the prototype directly, such as ease of use. The data from these questions were used to assess the
chosen method for the software project generator with regard to its requirements, see Section 3.2.2.
Later the participants’ were asked to share their thoughts on using a software project generator to
mitigate the challenges related to ATD. Lastly, we asked their opinions about the maintenance of
the generator. The questions are presented in Appendix B.

The interviews in this phase were much shorter in comparison to the problem conceptualization
activity’s interviews and we used verbatim transcription following steps below:

• We wrote the the complete answers to every question.

• If a portion of a participant’s answer to a particular question suited another question’s answer
more, we moved it to the latter question instead.
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To summarize this sections, we carried out the three activities of the design science research paradigm.
Firstly, the problem conceptualization activity, where we conducted interviews and literature stud-
ies to answer RQ1 and RQ2. Thereafter, we moved on to the solution design, where we studied
current methods for managing ATD, implementing software generators and maintaining software
in order to formulate our technological rules. The technological rules were later validated in the
evaluation activity. After these activities we were able to answer RQ3 and RQ4. The results of each
activity are available in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Results

The results from the design science activities are described below. All three activities contributed
to answer the research questions in this thesis. To present the results as clearly as possible, the
results for each activity are discussed individually under respective sections.

4.1 Problem Conceptualization
The problem conceptualization activity consisted of interviews and studying of project repositories,
as described in Section 3.1. The analysis of the interviews resulted in a number of interest areas.
These areas are:

1. Web application projects at Jayway

2. Current problems with initializing software projects

3. Benefits and drawbacks of a software project generator

4. Maintenance of a software project generator

4.1.1 Web application projects at Jayway
The results have shown that many projects at Jayway have moved towards cloud solutions. They
are hosted on various large cloud services such as Azure, AWS and GCP, commonly in Kubernetes
clusters and Docker containers. Furthermore, microservices seems to be the architecture of choice,
over the more traditional monolithic architecture. It also appears that many projects inherit an
architecture or parts from a system from their clients to either extend the system or rebuild and
modernize it. Lastly, many projects seem to be built to be maintained by the customers, therefore
certain aspects of compatibility with the clients current system, knowledge and competence of the
clients need to be considered.
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Node.js and React.js have shown to be the most common tech stack at Jayway, although other
technologies such as Java Spring boot and Vue are used occasionally. In most cases Express.js seems
to be the preferred framework for http handling. In our sampling, all projects used React.js for the
client side, except one project which used both React.js and Vue.js. States appeared to be handled
with Redux.js. Furthermore, we found that styled-components.js is utilized in many of the projects,
as well as Husky.js. Other libraries that were mentioned several times are Eslint.js and Prettier.js.
See Table 4.1 for more details.

Table 4.1: Common technologies in web application projects at Jayway

Technology Usage
Node.js Javascipt runtime environment
React.js Library for frontend implementation
Express.js Framework for http handling
Redux.js Library for managing application state
Husky.js A library that can be used to define Git hooks.

Git hooks may be used to run a script before performing a git action,
such as pull, push or commit. A common use is making sure that
the local code is formatted according to the configurations prior to a commit.
This type of hook is called a pre-commit hook.

Eslint.js Eslint is a linting tool used for catching errors
and forcing rules for di�erent actions.
There are several templates for the eslint configuration that
people prefer to use instead of defining their own
rules, for example airbnb, standard and google template.

Prettier.js Prettier is a package used for code formatting.
It makes sure that the appearance of the code follows the configuration.

StyledComponents Library for React that allows component-level styling, i.e mixing CSS and JS

4.1.2 Current problems with initializing software projects
In the interviews the participants were asked to describe their daily work and tell us about their
experience with setting up new software projects. They were also asked to inform us about the
challenges they experienced while initializing these projects. The answers were all very similar.
The challenges that we found from our analysis of the interview in the problem conceptualization
phase are; understanding requirements, choosing technologies, time pressure, code legacy, includ-
ing documentation and code analysis tools and finally, the use of Proof Of Concepts (POCs) in the
final product.

1. Understanding requirements
All participants, regardless of their role and years in business, stated that they find setting up a
new project challenging and time consuming. Unsurprisingly, di�erent participants with varying
degrees of experience and di�erent roles found di�erent things challenging. However, the major-
ity of the participants argued that the di�culties mostly lie in understanding and interpreting the
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customers’ requirements rather than understanding the technology. One of the participants (P8)
said “learning how to write for example typescript takes a few hours of googling, the real challenge is to talk to
the customers and understand their ecosystem and produce software that fits into it” . If the requirements
are vague, it is di�cult as a developer to make the right decisions regarding the architecture. For
example, how scalable is the system required to be, does is have to support extensions, where is the
software supposed to be run? There are numerous decisions that rely on the requirements.

2. Choosing technologies
Many of our participants found it di�cult to make certain decisions about the architecture and the
content of a project due to ambiguous requirements. The participants expressed that they find it
easier to communicate with a technical customer due to speaking “the same language” as the devel-
opers. However, a technical customer often has stricter and more specific technical requirements.
In situations like these, the challenge is to build software that is compatible with the customer’s
current system. The software has to be part of an infrastructure, therefore certain technologies
must be used.

In other cases where the customer is non-technical, the development team has greater responsibil-
ity and authority in deciding what technologies to utilize. Deciding what framework or language to
use is vital for the entire development. Grounded decisions about the software’s construction need
to be taken with respect to the requirements as well as the team’s ability and competence. Addition-
ally, numerous developers highlighted the importance of investigating the technology thoroughly
prior to introducing it to the software. However, a non-technical customer has its drawback as well.
They might lack the ability and the competence to correctly convey their requirements. One of the
interview participants (P4) had experienced this in their project, and gave us the following example
“a customer might ask for a service similar to Facebook, when they actually just want to have a messaging ser-
vice”. This example exposes the potential dangers of communicating with a non-technical customer.

Finally we asked the interviewees what they grounded their selection of technologies on and all
of them answered that they always try to consider what the team’s abilities are. If all members of
a team are more familiar with coding in React, it would not make sense to use Vue for instance.
They also emphasized that the selections must satisfy the customers and their needs.

Choosing technologies is a dangerous activity from an ATD perspective. Introducing inappro-
priate technologies can become costly in the future. Therefore the technologies should be chosen
with care and consideration.

3. Time pressure
All participants stated that they do experience time pressure, and that it from time to time causes
the team to make rushed decisions. One of the participants (P8) phrased it like this ” you don’t have
all the time in the world to prevent something that might or might not happen in the future”. Shortage of
time is very common in software projects, and is often caused by the customers. It is also the largest
source to ATD.

4. Code legacy
A number of participants stated that they struggle with adopting and understanding source code
left behind by former employees. Especially, one interviewee reported that his team avoid mainte-
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nance of some parts of their system. The person responsible for producing and maintaining those
parts has left the project and the remaining team members lack the competence to alter the code as
they wish. This challenge is more of a symptom of ATD than a cause. An "I don’t want to touch it"
mentality is usually present in systems with ATD. Another participant advised every team to keep
at least one person from the original team, as this may help avoid situations like the one above.

5. Documentation and code analysis tools
Many interview participants stated that documentation and code analysis could be deprioritized
from time to time, or perhaps even forgotten. This came as a surprise, as many of the participants
expressed the paramount importance of including these practices in their projects. One benefit of
documenting the code is that it helps convey the original idea of the code and its architecture to the
coworkers. Thereby, it can reduce the amount of misunderstandings, and minimize the number of
wrong decisions regarding the architecture. Wrong decisions may lead to ATD, therefore, reducing
misconceptions and unsuitable decisions is one way to reduce ATD. Code analysis tools, such as
linting and formatting tools may be useful in reducing other kinds of TD, for example code TD,
since it concerns the code quality itself.

6. POC for the final product
Proof of Concepts, POCs, are common in the world of software development. Potential customers
are often interested in investigating if an idea or a concept is possible to accomplish, which is often
proven with a POC from the company’s side. A POC is a prototype for the actual product. More
precisely it may include a set of main features and an overview of the architecture and the infras-
tructure. It is supposed to present a solution for a problem quickly, and hopefully get the customer
to invest in the actual product’s development. Typically POCs are supposed to be discarded as
soon as the real development starts. This is due to the fact that POCs often are developed with less
resources and care, with intention. However, POCs are apparently kept in the actual products at
Jayway. This is a problem, and the employees are aware of it. One of the participants (P11) com-
pared this to a house construction “You would never build the foundation for a house carelessly. This
should apply to software as well. POCs are built to be temporary, therefore, make sure to throw them away!”
. Building a bad foundation for the projects immediately introduces ATD, hence it is a bad practice
and should be avoided.

4.1.3 Benefits and drawbacks of a software project gen-
erator

One of the goals of having a software project generator tool is to introduce standardization to some
degree into projects of similar nature. According to the answers from the interviewees there are
di�erent opinions of how valuable such a tool can be for a consulting company such as Jayway. From
the interviews we can conclude that there are both benefits and drawbacks for standardization of
a project template using a project generator.

One participant stated “In a perfect world, you would like to have the same boilerplate and use it for
every project, but it is di�cult to achieve in reality”. In general it is di�cult to standardize things for
various reasons. There are two scenarios for deciding the building blocks of a software project in
terms of technologies. In the first scenario, the customers are technical themselves, and they have
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strong opinions on what technologies to include in their projects. The reason behind this is that
the final product is often taken over by the customer and integrated and should function correctly
together with the rest of the organization’s software ecosystem. In this situation, the development
teams are limited and obligated to fulfil the customers’ requests. The second scenario is that the
customers have limited knowledge in IT and leave most decisions to the development team. In this
context, the choices of technologies are influenced by the team members’ experiences from previ-
ous projects and competencies that are available among them. If the first scenario is true, then a
standardized project generator from Jayway’s side would be needless and unnecessary since the cus-
tomer’s needs may be in great contrast with what the project generator tool has to o�er. However,
in the latter scenario developers could benefit from a tool that can facilitate the developers’ work
on deciding what packages to include in the project.

Developers can be categorized into two groups concerning their level of expertise, seniors and
juniors. It was easy to see a pattern of who was positive and who was negative towards the project
generator tool. The majority of junior developers were positive and could see the benefits of the
generator. However, the more senior developers were sceptical about how useful it really is. With
years of experience in software development, seniors have been involved in many projects and are
quite familiar with the project setup process. They often have their own routines for initiating
projects that they are comfortable with. Hence, it would be challenging to convince seniors of us-
ing a project generator and they would not appreciate it as much. Juniors, however have very little
experience on how new projects are set up and what packages are necessary to include in order
to develop a high quality product. A project generator tool would therefore help juniors to get
started with a new project faster. The participants who could see the benefits thought that the tool
would serve as a template for less experienced developers and encourage them to use best practices
and proven concepts. It would also streamline and automate repetitive tasks and speed up di�er-
ent configuration set up that otherwise would take time if performed manually. Setting these two
groups aside, for a project generator to be e�cient it still needs to accelerate the starting phase of
the project and not add extra work for the employees or the purpose of the tool is lost. Considering
that the project generator is fast, easy to use and up-to-date, bootstrapping a new project in this
way becomes very beneficial especially when testing a new concept by creating a POC. By acceler-
ating the testing and experimenting phase more time can be spent on developing the actual product.

In a consultancy company with various types of projects, every project is tailored to meet spe-
cific requirements and consist of technologies that are particular to that project. Requirements
may also change continuously. One issue with a generator tool is that it can be di�cult to adopt,
Hence, such a tool should be implemented in a way that it is configurable and customizable and
only includes basic and most common packages that are often used in most projects.

Some participants stated that in a company such as Jayway which embraces innovation and en-
courages its employees to be updated and learn new technologies, having standardization can be
harmful. Some participants argued that standardization would limit the creativity of the employees
when it comes to choosing technologies and solving problems. Since decisions are made for them
new possibilities are unlikely to be explored. One participant mentioned that “There always has to
be room left for innovation”.

In the initial phase of every project, it is very di�cult to determine exactly what frameworks,
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packages and libraries to included. So it is important that the tool enables the user to choose ex-
actly what to include. The best approach is to start little and add things iteratively as the need for
them becomes relevant. When developers use a project generator tool there is a risk for including
resources in the beginning, hoping to utilize them in the future. This might result in the appearance
of resources in the project that are never used. Existence of unnecessary and unused resources in a
project can cause confusion for developers especially for new members who have not been involved
in the project from the start. These unused resources might also introduce unnecessary complica-
tion into the project. Moreover, developers may refuse to remove them due to lack of knowledge
about these resources and fear of breaking something in the program.

4.1.4 Maintenance of a software project generator
The ways software is developed are changing at an ever-increasing pace. New technologies, frame-
works, packages etc., are developed for di�erent purposes and for tackling various problems. A
valuable project generator tool should be maintained and updated to keep up with new trends and
technologies or it becomes outdated, less accurate, casted aside and never used again. The intervie-
wees had di�erent suggestions on how such a tool can be maintained.

Over the years, Jayway has driven various in-house projects. One possibility is that the genera-
tor tool is treated as an in-house project. When team members leave a project or when an entire
team completes a project, they sometimes have to wait for a short time until they are assigned to
a new project. Interviewees stated that employees often maintain in-house projects during this
period. Thus, they suggested that the generator tool can be maintained in this manner as well.
There are in-house projects that have resulted in business critical products and they are used by
employees every day. These projects are maintained regularly, new features are developed and bugs
are detected and fixed frequently. The conclusion here is that in-house projects that live long in
the company are highly coveted and regularly used by people in the organization. Resources are
allocated for in-house products if they are of great value and have major benefits for the employees.

Although there are examples of successful in-house projects at Jayway, it is worth mentioning as
one participant stated “In a consulting company, the primary goal is to sell consultants, so in-house projects
are less prioritized”. With that said, it would be challenging to allocate a large amount of time and
resources to maintain a product, even if it would improve the overall development process in the
company.

Since juniors have been recognized as the primary group that would benefit the most from the
project generator tool, they are likely to be the candidates for maintaining the product as well.
Although the term Inner Source was never brought up by the interviewees, the process of develop-
ing and maintaining the in-house projects at Jayway can be associated with Inner Source practices.
Many mentioned that the success of the former in-house projects at Jayway lied in the fact that
some passionate individuals had taken ownership of the product and were responsible for its main-
tenance. The product was also used either by the owner itself and/or by others in the company.
According to the interviewees there are two main reasons for termination of in-house projects.
The first reason is that the owner of the project leaves the company and no other person takes
ownership of the project. Another reason is that the product does not bring major value to the
company and there is nearly no demand for it from the employees. Thus ownership and multiple
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stakeholders are critical for in-house projects’ survival.

Jayway has had experience with Open Source software development and has driven several Open
Source projects. One way of maintaining such a tool for long-term goals and adoption is to make it
Open Source, and Jayway can act as a sponsor and contribute with time, resources and help market-
ing for the product. However, there are some factors to take into consideration. An Open Source
software’s success highly depends on the number of contributors and users, which the interviewees
mentioned as well. If the numbers are high in both groups, it enhances the opportunities for im-
provements and developing new features in the software and increases the probability of detecting
bugs. Thus, resulting in a high quality product.

4.2 Solution Design
In this section we provide the results from the solution design. During the solution design three
technological rules were defined as follows:

TR1. In order to mitigate the causes to ATD, use a software project generator to setup standard
projects.

TR2. For the implementation of such a software project generator, use a CLI design.

TR3. To maintain such a software project generator at Jayway, maintain it as an Inner Source
project.

4.2.1 In order to mitigate the causes to ATD, use a soft-
ware project generator to setup standard projects

The majority of challenges experienced by employees at Jayway have shown to be related to archi-
tectural technical debt. As mentioned in Section 2.1, three factors that may cause ATD in software
projects are uncertain requirements, time pressure and human factors. However, it may also be
caused by POCs that got stuck, which is described in more detail in the following page. The result
from the problem conceptualization shows that all participants struggle more or less with the re-
quirements in their projects. Furthermore, most interview participants reported that they do feel
time pressure to some degree and that some decisions are compromised due to this. Additionally,
there are people of di�erent skill levels at Jayway with varying experience. Although the ambition
level seems generally high, skills vary naturally in all workplaces. Therefore problems may arise as
a consequence of human factors. Finally, POCs that get stuck are a major source of debt, and as
discovered in the interviews, POCs tend to get stuck at Jayway.

Our investigation shows that sources of debt are highly present at Jayway. Not only are the sources
present but also the symptoms. Two symptoms of a system in debt are di�culties in adding new
features and avoidance of certain parts of a system. Both of these symptoms have been mentioned
recurring times during the interviews. We have hence concluded that projects at Jayway struggle
with architectural technical debt. The causes that we have found at Jayway are:

• Uncertain requirements
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• Time pressure

• POCs that got stuck

• Human Factors

Uncertain requirements and time pressure
Ambiguous requirements can be clarified through better communication with the customers, how-
ever misunderstandings and confusion will probably always exist to some extent. One way to mini-
mize the risk of large conflicts in the future is to build a foundation that supports quick alterations,
or a foundation that takes future requirements into consideration. This is a challenging task and it
might require large quantities of time and resources.

A software project generator would not help mitigate this cause on its own. Instead, we believe
that it might assist in securing and streamlining less complex and repetitive tasks. Such as setting
up an environment for the development or choosing frameworks for the base, and thereby leave
more room for heavier tasks, for example designing a well-structured architecture that satisfies the
current requirements and has potential to support the requirements in the future. We also believe
that execution of these less complex tasks can be quality secured by following proven concepts
within and outside of the organization.

A project template generator would include technologies that have proven to work for other similar
projects, therefore making sure that all projects that use the generator hold the same standard from
the beginning. Furthermore, we have found that the majority of projects at Jayway have similar
bases, allowing standardization to some extent and the usage of proven concepts. We also believe
that the project generator might help streamline the project setup process. Manually including con-
figuration for testing, linting, formatting and documentation is error prone and time consuming.
Using a software project generator would both make it less error prone and require less time since
it is automated.

POC that got stuck
Another cause of architectural technical debt is POCs that stick along during the development.
They are built to be thrown away as soon as the point is proven, however, many projects at Jayway
and at other companies seem to have di�culties throwing it away. In most cases the customers are
the ones who want to keep it, since they already spent quite a lot of money and time on financing
and waiting for it. Occasionally, developers “fall in love” - P8 with their code since they have put
e�ort on getting it right, making it hard to get rid of or change it. Our idea is to make it easier
to discard POCs. By using our project template generator, POCs may be initialized more quickly,
requiring less money and time from the customers and requiring less time and e�ort from the de-
velopers, hence making it less intimidating to throw it away.

Human factors
ATD may arise from problems caused by various human factors. These problems can be avoided if
the human factors are reduced. Human factors include lack of experience, competence or ambition.
As mentioned previously, a project template generator would consist of proven concepts regarding
technologies and other practices such as testing, code analysis and documentation. A number of
things have to be taken into account when deciding what technologies to include in a project. Not
all employees have the skill set to make a good decision regarding the content and structure of a
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project. With a predetermined set of technologies, less decisions have to be made, leading to less
unsustainable decisions caused by inexperienced employees. We also argue that these junior devel-
opers will find our project generator reassuring and give them more confidence in setting up new
projects.

Other challenges at Jayway, less related to ATD, may also be mitigated with a software project
generator. For example:

Documentation, code analysis and testing
ATD is only one of many categories of technical debt. Oftentimes people refer to source code debt
when talking about technical debt. Source code TD is caused by poorly written code. There are a
number of code analysis tools including code linters and formatters that help improve the source
code. General rules for the appearance of code is often formulated in and followed by formatting
tools. Examples of such rules are single/double quotation, tabs/spaces and with/without trailing
commas. Code linters are more complex and may be used to catch errors and sometimes heavier
formatting mistakes.

By providing these code analysis tools in our generated projects the overall code quality is increased
and the code becomes more readable and easier to understand due to everyone following the same
coding style. Additionally, pre-commit hooks may be included which allows automatic analysis of
the code for errors prior to committing the code to the shared repository. This prevents poorly
written code from being spread across the project.

Apart from practices mentioned above, testing and documentation are vital parts of the code.
Interviewees mentioned that testing and documentation could be prioritized lower than feature
development, and sometimes even forgotten altogether. This is worrying. Our project template
generator will make sure that tools for testing and documentation are provided from the very be-
ginning.

Competence sharing
Several interview participants stated that it takes time to adjust to and get acquainted with a new
project. Especially if the tech stack is unfamiliar or has legacy code from former employees. We
propose our project template generator as a solution to this problem. If all projects are initiated
with the same set of technologies and practices, employees will not feel as new to a project. We
believe that it will become easier to rotate project members. We also believe that asking for help
from outside the project will be simplified, hence increasing the competence sharing.

4.2.2 For the implementation of such a software project
generator, use a CLI design

Based on the analysis in Section 3.2.2, we decided to implement a command line interface (CLI)
for the software project generator prototype. It meets all the requirements for the software project
generator and the prototype, under the condition that we implement it correctly, make it user-
friendly and provide usage documentation.
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For the actual implementation of the CLI it is strongly recommended to use a command-line argu-
ment parsing library; therefore we decided to use Oclif.js. Oclif.js is an open source framework for
CLI development under the MIT Licence, but it was formerly developed by Heroku. When gener-
ating the CLI project with Oclif, we were asked to decide whether to write the CLI in Javascript
or the static typed version Typescript. We chose Typescript. Furthermore, we had to choose which
type of CLI to generate. There were two alternatives, single-command and multi-command. Single-
command CLIs contain only one command such as ls, while multi-command CLIs such as git con-
tain multiple commands, e.g git pull, git push, git commit etc. Despite only focusing on generating
the client side for a web application project for the prototype, we still wanted the CLI to be reused
to generate for example a server or other types of applications. With this in mind we chose to im-
plement a multi-command CLI, where each type of project generator is one command [11].

Moreover, in order to generate a software project template the CLI must interact with the user
as well as the shell. The communication with the user is achieved via a number of command line
prompts, see Figure 4.1, while the contact with the shell is achieved with child processes. We fol-
lowed the common programming standard for the communication between parent- and child pro-
cesses, meaning that a parent process may start one or more child processes in the background,
which in turn typically return a zero exit code to their parent upon successful completion, and a
non-zero code for failure. Outputs and error messages are sent to stdout and stderr respectively.
The idea is to map the user’s input to a certain action, and then execute the action’s commands in
one or more child processes. An example of an action is installing a dependency or creating/deleting
a file.

Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the CLI.

Regarding the project to be generated, its content is based on the technologies and tools found in
the web application projects at Jayway, see Table 4.1 on page 28. Furthermore, React has its own
CLI called create-react-app that is very popular. It includes webpack configuration, boilerplate for
di�erent purposes among other things. We used create-react-app as a foundation. The boilerplate
was then adjusted to fit the projects at Jayway. For example, more specific code analysis configu-
ration has been added in Prettier and Eslint. Another feature of the CLI is the possibility to add
Git hooks with Husky.js. Furthermore, we added Redux for handling states. Here, the user gets
the option to use vanilla redux or a tool called redux-toolkit. For the styling of the project, the
CLI provides two options. Either the project is styled with classic css or with the help of styled-
components.js, which lets the developer create components with the styling included. Lastly, some
employees experienced that documentation was forgotten, which is why we have included a tool for
auto generating documentation for React projects called React DOC generator. All these features
are optional. A framework for testing is automatically provided with Jest.js.

There are a number of things that we did to make the prototype easy to use and understand. First
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of all, we provided a user manual for the prototype. Secondly, we designed the CLI to remind as
much of a real-life conversation as possible, containing questions and status messages. Apparently,
CLIs are experienced as more intuitive if it resembles a conversation between people [18]. We also
used di�erent colors that convey di�erent messages to the users. For instance, the color green to
communicate success and the color red to indicate that an error has occurred. Moreover, symbols
were used to clarify things, for instance a spinner for indicating that something is loading. At any
time, the user may get help and instructions via the -h or the –help flag.

4.2.3 To maintain such a software project generator at
Jayway, maintain it as an Inner Source project

The success of many Open Source projects has led to emergence of Inner Source. We decided that
the most suitable strategy to maintain in-house projects even in a consultant company is Inner
Source. Inner Source is a well established phenomena to support software development processes
in companies. As mentioned in the theory, it can be divided into two models, infrastructure-based
and project-based. According to our findings adoption of both models would be a suitable ap-
proach at Jayway. In an infrastructure-based model, an Inner Source project receives support in
terms of resources such as time, tools, developers etc. from management which employees at Jay-
way also desired so that the product is updated consistently. One advantage of this is that even if
employees lack motivation to maintain the product, the management which is in charge, always
can allocate people to the Inner Source project. Even though support from management is essential
there still need to be some sort of ownership and community that support the development and
maintenance of the asset. This is possible with a project-based approach. We believe that there
already exist structures for it at Jayway. There are communities for competence development at
Jayway for di�erent topics such as Data Engineering and Web Development. People join a commu-
nity and share ideas, knowledge and their expertise in that particular field. The Web Development
community can mainly be a suitable candidate for maintaining a project generator tool that set up
a foundation for web development projects. Furthermore, there are always people who have not
yet been assigned to external projects, which can be suitable candidates to maintain the tool. These
result in input from people from di�erent teams and di�erent backgrounds, providing a wide range
of knowledge to the Inner Source asset.

There are a number of key factors to consider in order to establish a successful Inner Source asset.
As for the coordination and leadership, the community that composes the core team should con-
sist of people who are interested in developing the product further. Those with most contributions
become the trusted lieutenants since they know the system best. They review other contributors’
contributions and protect the seed product from bad commits. Existence of a seed product is crucial
for motivating employees to join the Inner Source project development process. Using a common
set of tools facilitates contributions from the Inner Source community and therefore is important
for a successful Inner Source project. Since multiple people would maintain the asset simultane-
ously the modularity of the shared resource is an important factor. Last but not least multiple
stakeholders a�ect the quality of the asset, the more people using the product the more likely it
is to discover bugs and/or improve the product for better performance. As long as the product is
of high demand and there are many employees benefiting from it, it is more likely that it receives
support from the management which increases the chances of success.
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4.3 Evaluation
As a final activity we conducted test sessions followed by interviews to validate our technological
rules. The result from the evaluation phase is presented below.

4.3.1 For the implementation of such a software project
generator, use a CLI design

All participants agreed that the project generator tool was easy to use with clear instructions. Par-
ticipants who have had previous experience with other CLIs, noticed close resemblance between
those and our prototype and thus found it familiar. The project generator presents users with
options regarding what features/packages they can include into their projects, which was greatly
appreciated by the testers. Another positive aspect of the generator according to the testers was
that it did not introduce many dependencies and the generated project was quite clean with the
necessary initial configurations in place. Since it is di�cult to determine all the essential depen-
dencies early in a project’s life cycle, it is important to start small and add more if required.

4.3.2 In order to mitigate the causes to ATD, use a soft-
ware project generator to setup standard projects

Time pressure
The majority of testers experienced the project setup process with our software project generator
as fast. Since junior developers have limited experience in setting up new projects, our project
generator’s speed and ease of use were much more appreciated and well-received. Additionally,
they believed that such a tool can facilitate and accelerate the setup process of POCs. Starting
new projects from scratch can be cumbersome and time consuming, which can be accelerated with
the tool. One tester expressed that currently the company lacks any particular boilerplate and its
presence can have a huge impact on accelerating the development process. Some testers, mainly
seniors and some experienced juniors expressed that the tool would save them some hours when
initializing new projects but not days. However, they mentioned that it could save a lot of time for
inexperienced employees.

Mistakes depending on human factors
Including static code analyser tools in projects can impose programming rules that can mitigate
or even hinder errors, bugs, stylistic errors and suspicious constructs. These types of mistakes are
often caused by humans and can be eliminated by using the project generator since it o�ers the
opportunity to include these tools in the project from the beginning. There are numerous other
issues that may arise in a project such as realising the wrong choice of technology and/or detecting
a flawed architecture and the project generator is not a solution for these types of human errors.
However the questions and options in the project generator can serve as a reminder that certain
technologies and tools are essential for projects and must be included, preferably from the start.
Lastly, the participants agreed that it is very beneficial to have a foundation to build new projects
on, and that having the proper configurations in place can minimize technical as well as commu-
nication errors in initial phases.
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Code quality
If options such as linting and code formatting are included when setting up a new project, they
can increase the code quality by eliminating stylistic errors and preventing bugs to some degree.
However, if static code analyser tools are introduced late into a project’s life cycle the consequences
can be catastrophic. Many errors can emerge in the project which might take several weeks to fix.
Initializing a new project with the project generator can configure these tools early into the project,
and the problem mentioned above can therefore be avoided. Some participants believed that there
are numerous factors that constitute high code quality in a project. One of them is the structure of
the project. A project can have a perfect and solid structure at the beginning but su�er later due
to negligence of rules to retain its structure and high code quality.

Best practices
One of the best practices according to testers was the option for including di�erent linting features
when initializing new projects with the project generator. Strict linting options like airbnb, which
is a popular linting configuration in web development, assess developers to find issues in their code
before it is too late. Furthermore, the user has the option of choosing Typescript, which is a strict
syntactical superset of JavaScript with optional static typing. It prevents unexpected runtime errors
and is considered good practice in web application development. Another advantage of the project
generator which is considered good practice, is the its ability to create projects with tested and
stable versions of di�erent packages/features. Latest versions are not always the best alternatives
since they might be erroneous and contain bugs. Some participants believe that there are numerous
other factors that constitute best practices in software development. Since the structure of code,
which plays a key role in delivering a high-quality product, will change with time, best practices
must be followed consistently over the course of a project’s life cycle. A good foundation at the
start does not guarantee a good product at the end.

Competence sharing
The majority of participants agreed that a project generator tool incorporates some level of stan-
dardization into projects with similar tech stack. Currently Jayway lacks standardization. There
are no guidelines on how to start a new project either. A project generator tool can be thought of
as a competence sharing tool which people can use to share their knowledge and experiences from
previous projects with others. For instance if a technology is outdated it can be removed or if there
are additional features that future projects can benefit from can be included in the tool. The stan-
dardization and shared competence decrease the threshold to move developers between projects
and reallocate resources. Developers would be familiar with the structure, since they have seen it
before in previous projects. One downside however is that the project setup process becomes a big
black box, which means that developers become unaware of how things work under the surface and
therefore the knowledge of setting up things from scratch disappears.

4.3.3 To maintain such a software project generator at
Jayway, maintain it as an Inner Source project

The participants’ answers varied regarding whether they were interested in maintaining the soft-
ware project generator in the future. All participants were interested in utilizing the project gener-
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ator to create new projects in the future, as long as it is regularly updated. However, it is challenging
to keep the tool at the forefront since software development technologies change rapidly. Everyone
agreed upon the importance of a maintenance strategy to prevent the tool from becoming outdated.
Juniors were eager to be part of the maintenance team. However, seniors despite the interest, lack
time for maintaining in-house projects. The participants believed that there is a lot of potential for
expanding the tool and that many technologies that have been proven to be e�cient in previous
projects can be included. Thus, allocating resources for maintenance is reasonable. The majority
mentioned that management support is required in order to keep in-house projects alive, and senior
participants believed that taking ownership of the product is an important factor for achieving this
goal. If the management allocates time and resources there is a higher chance of success. However,
in order to justify resource allocation for the maintenance, the product must be highly demanded by
the employees and have significant value for the business. Seniors believed that juniors are proper
candidates for maintaining such a tool. It would give them the opportunity to learn a lot about
how new projects are initialized. Forming a community from di�erent teams in the company for
the maintenance of the tool, provides broad knowledge and insights from di�erent people with
varied levels of expertise. Lastly, when the Inner Source idea for maintenance was presented to the
participants they agreed that this strategy is a good way to maintain the product and the idea is
very close to what employees prefer to use when maintaining in-house projects.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

We have developed a software project template generator to solve the identified problems at Jayway;
choosing technologies, time pressure, including documentation, code analysis tools and testing, and
finally, POCs that get stuck. Furthermore, we have proposed Inner Source for the maintenance of
this generator. In this section we discuss potential challenges with these solutions. We also assess
the scientific contribution with regard to its rigor, relevance and novelty. Lastly, we briefly discuss
future works.

5.1 Software Project Generator
While studying this area we have come to the conclusion that it will require great e�ort from Jayway
to keep the generator relevant. Software is constantly evolving, which makes software project tem-
plates short-lived. What is a good template today, might be completely outdated tomorrow. The
templates must constantly be updated to keep up with the software evolution. Therefore a software
project template generator would be under construction most of the time. In order to know what
the template should look like, a thorough research must be conducted, similar to the one in this
thesis. Then the findings must be implemented into the generator. Shortly, the maintenance of the
generator is time consuming and resource-intensive. Are the benefits of using the generator worth
the struggles of maintaining it?

We, as well as the employees at Jayway, can see the advantages of using a project template gen-
erator. However, there are challenges of actually applying it to real projects at Jayway. First of all,
the project generator must work as intended to be used by the developers. It must be robust and
trustworthy. Moreover, it must simplify the project setup significantly and gain a good reputation
to become the standard way of setting up new projects. Some advantages that we have mentioned
only exist when the majority of, preferably all, projects use the generator. Therefore, the more
projects use the generator the more powerful the generator becomes.
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Currently, the prototype only consists of basic functionality. In a real application of the project
generator solution, the generator would have to consist of more technologies to be useful. There
is however a fine line between including just enough technologies and including too much. Deter-
mining what and how much to include is a research in itself. Some employees at Jayway wanted to
have an opinionated generator with default technologies for certain actions, while others wanted
the generator to be fully configurable. Both approaches have their pros and cons. A strict generator
would be harder to maintain, but it would yield standardization benefits, such as ease to reallo-
cate employees within the organization and ease to ask for help outside of the project. However,
it would probably be harder to convince people to use a strict generator. A configurable gener-
ator would be easier to maintain, and more people would be open to use it. However, we might
lose some standardization benefits in this approach. It is worth mentioning that depending on the
number of possible templates that can be generated by the project generator, it may or may not
be possible to standardize the projects. If the number is too high, having a template is pointless
since all projects can be initialized with di�erent templates. It will be impossible to standardize
the projects, however all new projects will be up to date with the latest trends and technologies.
On the other hand, if the number is too low, the projects will be standardized, but they will also
become stagnated.

Another challenge is the actual implementation of the project template generator. It must be im-
plemented in such a way that allows for extensions and alterations and it must be built to run on
all computers at Jayway according to the requirements described in Section 3.2.2. We experienced
di�culties trying to achieve this, however, more seniority and programming experience would
probably be advantageous.

5.2 Maintenance
Even though we consider Inner Source to be the best alternative, we can still see numerous chal-
lenges with keeping the project alive. After maintenance options suggested by the employees at
Jayway and our research on Inner Sourcing in companies, the challenges that may be encountered
by Inner Source practitioners can be categorized in three groups: organizational, people and prod-
uct challenges.

Organizational Challenges
One of the organizational challenges is coordination of people. In a traditional project, it is more
likely that the project manager assigns tasks to the team members. However, self-assigning tasks are
very common in Open Source as well as Inner Source projects. This is not an e�cient approach for
maintaining a generator that requires constant change. If developers only self-assign themselves
to tasks, the updates to the asset may occur in an uncontrolled and irregular manner. This may
harm the project’s speed and performance, as well as result in an outdated generator and lead to
unavailability of new changes when it is demanded by di�erent teams when creating new projects.
Therefore pure voluntary contributions are insu�cient for a successful Inner Source project. An-
other issue is that contributors and even the founder can leave the project and take no further
responsibility for its maintenance. This can lead to incomplete Inner Source projects.
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People Challenges
People can from time to time lack motivation for maintaining an Inner Source project. It can
depend on di�erent factors. One reason, as some of the interviewees mentioned, is daily work
pressure. People who already are swamped with tasks in their own projects can not spare time
for maintenance of in-house projects. One other reason can be that the employees have yet not
discovered the benefits of the Inner Source project and they see no value in maintaining it. Even
people who are active contributors and see the value of the project can become demotivated from
a small number of contributors and/or lack of interests of the stakeholders. Another challenge is
considered as lack of domain knowledge. This refers to people’s unawareness of the ongoing Inner
Source projects. This might harm the product if they unwillingly join to contribute.

Product Challenges
There are also product related challenges in Inner Source projects. One of the biggest challenges
is to create a product with modularity architecture. The more people contributing to the project
the higher the chances of finding bugs as well as expanding it. It is only possible if the software is
modular which facilitates simultaneous development. Another issue to point out is the risk of poor
quality. Even though open source development encourages developers to join and contribute, it is
still important to monitor, supervise and review the commits, for insurance through pull requests,
in order to retain a high quality of the asset. Having a strong sense of ownership of the product
helps to maintain it in a more controlled manner for better outcomes. Furthermore, some people
might treat in-hose projects as less important than external client-based projects which can result
in putting less e�ort into best practices activities such as documentation, testing, refactoring and
ect. Neglecting these activities deceases the quality of the asset and increases the risk of failure of
the internal Inner Source project.

Strategies to mitigate maintenance challenges
One solution to the coordination problem is the existence of clear and defined responsibilities
which can be determined by an employee who is assigned by the management to manage the project
generator. For a successful project, acquiring top-level management is important which intervie-
wees also agreed. For this to work, management at Jayway must be convinced that investing re-
sources in the project generator is not ine�cient and wasteful. This is only possible if the project
creates value early and proves to be of great importance. Meaning, the project generator must sim-
plify the project setup significantly and gain a good reputation to become a standard way of setting
up new projects.

The employees must also be able to see the advantages of using the generator. Once management
is on board, it can support the project by allocating resources, such as paying for changes that are
necessary to the asset. This also mitigates the people related challenges since allocating paid time
for maintaining the asset encourages and motivates more employees to contribute. Furthermore,
management can minimise the unawareness challenge by advocating and advertising for the assets
throughout the company.

Moreover, since support from the management is a necessity and they are the ones paying for it,
they have supremacy on what changes should be included. Suggestions for changes must however
be welcomed from all over the organization, but primary from the asset’s stakeholders. The input
and involvement of people from di�erent teams with di�erent backgrounds provide a wide range
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of knowledge to the generator and more optimized solutions may emerge as a result. Lastly, to
mitigate the product challenges regarding retaining the quality of the generator, a core team must
be assembled, preferably by the management. It must be clear who has authority to make changes
to the asset, to protect it from bad and/or unauthorized commits.

5.3 Research Method Assessment
A significant activity in the visual abstract template is assessment of the research with respect to
the research’s rigor, relevance and novelty. Therefore, this section assesses how trustworthy and
useful this thesis’s scientific contribution is.

5.3.1 Rigor
Rigor refers to a science’s validity. All activities in a design science research paradigm contributes
to rigor of the research. Therefore we assess all activities one by one, to eventually summarize them
and determine the rigor for this thesis. In the problem conceptualization phase and the evaluation
phase, a factor which may increase or decrease the rigor is the use of empirical methods and the anal-
ysis of data. In the solution design activity, using previous work and referring to current research
may increase the validity. Also, if alternative methods have been considered and discussed, the rigor
may increase. When assessing the rigor of a qualitative study, trustworthiness is the main criterion.
Credibility, dependability, confirmability and transferability are all terms that define the trustwor-
thiness, known as the rigor of qualitative content. Credibility measures how well the researcher’s
interpretation of the participants’ answers corresponds with their actual answers. Transferability
describes how well the gathered data and the drawn conclusions may be transferred to other set-
tings with other participants. Confirmability shows if it is possible for other researchers to confirm
the findings of the research, and dependability refers to the consistency of the process over time [6].

Furthermore, there are several di�erent strategies for achieving trustworthiness. For example, pro-
longed engagement, persistent observation, triangulation and member checking may be used to
increase credibility, and thick description and audit trail may be used to increase transferability,
dependability and confirmability. Prolonged engagement refers to getting to know the setting and
spending enough time with the participants to be able to identify potential misinformation or de-
viation. Persistent observation means focusing on the most relevant parts and triangulation is a
strategy where more than one data collection method, data type or investigator is used. To validate
the data collection results, the interpreted data may be checked with the participants to confirm
that it is correct, this strategy is called member check. The strategy for achieving transferability
is thick description. It means, providing detailed information about the setting and the specific
context of a data collection. Lastly, in order for a qualitative research to be dependable and con-
firmable, the research method must be described thoroughly from start to finish, this is called audit
trail [6].

The problem conceptualization activity consisted of eleven one-to-one interviews. The intention
of these interviews was to collect rich qualitative data regarding the current situation at Jayway,
which makes the sample size of eleven participants appropriate. In order to assess the rigor, the
trustworthiness of the interviews and the analysis of them, the following terms are discussed: cred-
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ibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability.

Since this thesis was conducted at the o�ce among the employees, where we have had the op-
portunity to get familiar with the setting and the participants, a prolonged engagement strategy
has been followed. Furthermore, the interview questions were formulated with the thesis’ research
questions in mind, which ensures that all collected data is relevant to the problem, meaning that
the persistent observation strategy has been used. For the sampling, a criterion sampling technique
was used, where employees at Jayway with di�erent roles and experience levels were chosen. This
is an example of data triangulation. Moreover, each interview was transcribed by us both, which
is a triangulation of investigators. And lastly, parts of the data from these interviews were later
confirmed with observations in code repositories, which is a triangulation of methods [9]. Ulti-
mately, all rigor strategies have been used to ensure credibility. Furthermore, the thick description
strategy has guided us to make the interviews transferable, meaning that details about the setting
and context of the interviews are provided along with information about the participants and the
interview questions. Lastly, the research process has been documented step by step under Section 3
where information regarding for instance the interview transcription and analysis is present, which
proves that a audit trail strategy has been used. With this motivation we conclude that the quali-
tative research in this stage has su�cient confirmability and dependability.

As a summary, the analysis based on these four terms suggest that the interviews are trustwor-
thy, and hence may be considered to have relatively high rigor. However, there is always room for
improvement. All stages can certainly be further elaborated. The biggest area for improvement in
this research is the analysis of the interviews. Firstly, we did not use verbatim transcription when
transcribing the interviews, meaning writing down every word of the interviewees. Instead, we
used a method known as edited transcription where we listened to the recordings and grouped the
information into areas of interest, which we had previously defined based on the interview and
research questions. The downside of this method is that valuable information may be missed since
the complete dialogue is not written down. Also, we as researchers may be biased and uninten-
tionally ignore data that we did not expect. As a whole, we therefore estimate that the rigor of this
activity is medium to high.

The solution design activity in this research was based on both literature and empirical studies.
In order to reach high rigor in this activity, the potential solutions to the problem must be com-
pared and the comparison must be grounded in theory. We started by researching current strategies
for managing ATD. Thereafter, we compared two methods for implementing the project template
generator, CLI and GUI. Lastly, we discussed whether to maintain the project template generator
as an Open Source project or as an Inner Source project. All methods were found in literature and
previous works. Consequently, we consider the solution design to have high rigor.

We assess the evaluation activity to have the lowest rigor due to various factors. Firstly, the tech-
nological rule about architectural technical debt is not validated in an optimal way. Since ATD
grows over time and is often invisible until the symptoms start to appear, it requires testing over
a longer period of time to validate whether the solution solves the problem or not. Since we only
had two weeks for the validation, we decided to ask the participants about the solution and collect
their predictions on its success. Furthermore, a comparison between two identical projects, with
and without our proposed solution applied, would give a better understanding of the solution’s
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e�ectiveness. The only way to achieve this would be to mock a testing environment and create one
project two times, once with and once without the project generator. This would require time and
resources, which we could not obtain for this thesis. Secondly, there were metrics that we could
have measured, but we did not, for instance the time consumed to set up a project manually versus
the time consumed to set up a project with the generator. This comparison would help us assess if
the generator actually speeds up the development.

Unfortunately, ATD is extremely di�cult to track. There are no specific metrics that indicates
ATD in a system. This fact makes it hard to measure ATD which makes it hard to determine if an
ATD reducing method is e�ective. Also, the sample of participants for the evaluation interview did
not consist of any employee with a management role. The maintenance technological rule would
be better validated by those who actually make decisions regarding the resource placement and
the business model. Other than this, the interview process and analysis was conducted in a similar
manner as the data collection in the problem conceptualization activity, and hence has a relatively
high rigor. As a conclusion, the evaluation activity as a whole has a number of flaws which brings
down the rigor.

5.3.2 Relevance
A scientific contribution may be relevant to both other practitioners and/or entire research com-
munities. For a research contribution to be relevant to a research community the problem to be
solved needs to be common, and the proposed solution should be generalizable. For a fellow prac-
titioner, a research contribution may be relevant if it contributes to their research in some way
[19]. Despite the low abstraction level, we believe that the three technological rules proposed in
this study may be applicable to a wider audience. Practitioners in large to medium scale software
consulting companies similar to Jayway may find all or some of the technological rules relevant.
Also, future master theses at Jayway might use this thesis as a foundation. With this motivation,
we claim that the scientific contribution of this thesis has a high relevance to other practitioners.
When it comes to the research community, this thesis has a potential to contribute to areas such
as Inner Source, Architectural Technical Debt and Standardization of Software Projects. All these
areas have been subjects of many studies, however, case studies on large to medium sized software
consulting companies are rare to non-existent. Therefore, we hope to contribute with new and
relevant findings to these areas.

5.3.3 Novelty
The degree of novelty of a design science study indicates how new the scientific contribution is. De-
pending on the formulation of technological rules, all studies may contribute with novel research.
Technological rules on a lower abstraction level may be more novel, but become too narrow and
hence have less relevance for the research community [19].

Since this thesis research is a case study, the scientific contribution is novel due to the low ab-
straction level. This kind of study has never been conducted at Jayway before and the findings are
new. Regarding Inner Source, there are several previous studies. However, none of these are case
studies in IT consulting companies. Likewise, research on standardization of software projects in
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large-scale IT consulting companies is sparse. Furthermore, there are numerous studies on archi-
tectural technical debt and its causes, consequences and methods for managing it. However, the
method that this study suggests has to our knowledge not been studied before. Therefore, we claim
that this research’s contribution is novel even on a higher abstraction level.

5.4 Future Work
As mentioned in Section 1.4 on page 9, this thesis may be used as inspiration or foundation for
future theses or research at Jayway or other consulting companies. Moreover, we had to compromise
on the quality of the evaluation activity due to lack of time and resources. Therefore, we believe that
this thesis would benefit from another round of research where all technological rules are validated
in a more trustworthy manner. An interesting topic is to study if severe cases of ATD are prevented
in the future if the initial building blocks of the system are debt free.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis aimed to answer four research questions and the qualitative research was conducted in
a large scale consultant company. The questions have been discussed throughout the thesis and are
concluded in this section with the summarized answers to the questions.

RQ1: What challenges do employees at Jayway experience when setting up new software projects
from scratch?

We have found that the challenges faced by Jayway employees when initializing new software
projects are understanding requirements, choosing technologies, time pressure, code legacy, us-
ing POCs for the setup and including documentation, formatting/linting and testing.

RQ2: Out of these challenges, which ones introduce ATD to the project?

Challenges in understanding requirements and choosing technologies are strongly related to ATD.
As well as time pressure and code legacy. New employees can make mistakes during the setup of
software projects due to human factors, for instance inexperience. Lastly, POCs are used as foun-
dation in many projects which leads to ATD. All these challenges introduce ATD to the projects
right from the start.

RQ3: How can a software project generator be used to mitigate these challenges that cause ATD?

A software project generator would help Jayway create standard projects with all recommended
technologies included from scratch, which mitigates the challenge of deciding what technologies
to include. This also prevents inappropriate decisions regarding the project’s architecture and con-
tent, which is a major cause of ATD. The generator would also help speed up the initialization and
ease the time pressure, leavening more time on other activities such as devoting more time to under-
stand the requirements better, which can reduce ATD. Additionally, the initialization of software
projects will not be as sensitive to errors caused by human factors since the generator takes care of
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most of it.

RQ4: How can such a project generator be maintained in large scale consulting companies such
as Jayway?

The best recommended solution for maintenance after our investigations is inner sourcing the
project generator tool. The recommended model for the Inner Source is a hybrid between infrastructure-
based model and project-based model. The top-level management support is acquired and plays a
key role for the project’s success. However the top-level management is not enough, following
best practices, enthusiastic contributors, a well structured and a well managed core team are also
essential factors for the project’s survival.
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Appendix A

Interview - Problem conceptualization

Part 1

• What is your role and your responsibilities in the project?

• What is the project you are currently working on? Please describe the project briefly.

Part 2

• What are your experiences of starting new projects at Jayway?

• What challenges do you experience when you set up a new project?

• What challenges do you/developers face when choosing technologies such as frameworks,
libraries, languages, etc.?

Part 3

• Can you give us an overview of the architecture of your application?

• Can you briefly explain why you chose this particular architecture?

– How does your web application look like?

– What frameworks and packages are used for frontend and backend?

• How do you decide what packages, frameworks and libraries to include in your project?

• Is there any architectural design decision you regret today and you wish to replace?

• How common is it that you realize that a choice of package, framework or library was wrong
later on in the project?

• What are some challenges that you face in the project now that you think could have been
mitigated or avoided with a better project start?
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Part 4

• In your opinion, which areas in a project’s initial process can/need to be improved?

• Would you find a standardized software project generator useful? Would you use it?

– In what way, do you think, such a generator would help you in setting up a new project?

• Do you think others would be willing to use it? And if yes why and how often? If no why
not?

• How can a software project generator tool be maintained at a company such as Jayway?

• What are some words of wisdom that you would like to share with new projects?
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Interview - Evaluation

• What is your overall impression of the CLI?

• Was it easy to use the CLI?

• How much do you think the CLI accelerated the project setup process?

• Do you think the CLI can be used to reduce mistakes at the start of the project due to human
factors?

• Do you think the CLI can improve the code quality in general?

• Do you think the CLI can help to follow best practices?

• Do you think that the CLI can help increase collaboration and competence sharing between
di�erent projects within Jayway?

• What other, if any, benefits do you see from using the CLI?

• Do you think there are any disadvantages from using the CLI?

• Do you think it is worth allocating resources to maintain the CLI?

• What are your thoughts about Inner Source as a maintenance strategy for the CLI?

• Would you like to maintain the CLI in the future?

– Why?
– Why not?

• Would you like to use the CLI to set up new projects in the future?

• How useful do you think the CLI will be for setting up new projects at Jayway?

• Do you have any suggestions for improvement of the CLI?
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Consent Form
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